10-3 Quick Search

Read pages 335-337 to match the clues with the word.

1. ______________ I made France the most powerful nation on earth.
2. ______________ I could penetrate a knight’s armor.
3. ______________ We continued to study classical texts.
4. ______________ I helped to change the intensity of warfare.
5. ______________ I needed stability to make business and trade reliable.
6. ______________ Our cities developed new ideas about learning, science and art.
7. ______________ We gained absolute power after the Hundred Years’ War.
8. ______________ I was the Duke of Normandy and nicknamed the “Conqueror”.
9. ______________ My decline signaled the end of the Middle Ages.
10. _____________ I made Joan of Arc a knight.

Writing Prompt:
How might the longbow and gunpowder technology have changed what weapons were used on medieval battlefields? Why would these new technologies bring an end to the feudal period?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Name: _____________________ Period: _____ Date: ______________